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OCEAN'S 11 - EXCLUSIVE BEACHFRONT 6 BEDROOM POOL
VILLA IN CAPE YAMU

Bathrooms: 8

Bedrooms: 6

Lot size: 6640

Price: 46400

Property size: 2280

Year built: 2011

Experience luxury and nature tranquility in one of the most picturesque locations in Phuket.
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Enclaved in a private ultra high-end community on a peninsula on the quiet east coast, Ocean’s 11 is
a 6-bedroom luxury villa that features an expansive outdoor 26×8 meters infinity pool, a private
beach on its front, fitness room, spa, cinema, a dining area that seats up to 12 people, fully stocked
bar with indoor and outdoor lounging areas, and a team of highly qualified dedicated staff.

An intimate and luxurious retreat accommodation, Ocean’s 11 Villa offers a breathtaking panoramic
views of the Andaman Sea and Phang Nga Bay. With large windows and doors, opening the white
draperies exposes each suite to warm rays of the sun, providing the perfect tropical atmosphere to a
modern living space while also providing breezy air to circulate. Each frame of an opened window or
door is a picture-perfect view of the tropical paradise that surrounds the villa – the clear blue skies,
the garden, the subtle shadows of the mountains of the nearby islands, and of course, the calm and
spectacular blue waters of the Bay.

Ocean’s 11 provides the impeccable blend of modernity with a touch of traditional Thai architecture.
The structures are generally minimal with flawless white walls and furnishings, with some Thai detail
such as the pointed roof.With general minimalist theme, the villa features bits and pieces of tropical
and very unique artistic decor that represent the perfect mix of modern chic and traditional designs.
When it comes to quality, there is no doubt it is of the highest standard.

Upon arrival, guests are welcomed by a large open-air living area on the ground floor level facing
the ocean, where plushy beige sofas are peppered with traditionally printed Thai cushions, just a
perfect spot to relax after a long hours of travel. The bedroom 1, indoor and outdoor dining areas,
kitchen, and an outdoor terrace are also in the same level. Just few steps down on the lower level 1,
is the entertainment and lounging areas where guests can find the bar, cinema room, and the infinity
pool. There are 3 bedrooms in this level including the master bedroom. While bedroom 4 and 5
occupies the lower level 2, the gym and the spa occupies the entire lower level 4.

A luxury home away from home, Ocean’s 11 will sure to fulfil that luxurious tropical vacation you
have always dreamed of.

$1,450 - $4,250 / night  -  please enquire for your custom quotation. 
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